Installation of Visign Flushing Plates
with Bowden Cable Action for
Viega Concealed Cisterns
Compatible
Flushing
Plates

Typical
Image*

Activation
Type

Mounting

Visign for
Style 11
8331.1

Bowden
cable

➊ Face
➋ Recessed ➏

Visign for
Style 12
8332.1
8332.4

Bowden
cable

➊ Supplied for Face Mounting as
➊ Face
standard. Distance from face of cistern
➋ Recessed ➏ frame to face of tiles to be 17-100mm
at Flushing Plate mounting point.

Visign for
More 100
8352.1

Bowden
cable

Dimensions

Bowden
cable

Visign for
More 101
8351.1

Tactile
Springs
➌

➋ Recessed Mounting (i.e. where front
face of flushing plate is in-line with face
➊ Face
➋ Recessed ➐ of tiles) requires additional recessed
mounting kit. Recessed mounting plate
must be installed before tiling. Requires
25-100mm from face of cistern frame to
outside face of wall sheeting (i.e requires
additional cavity depth and/or wall
➊ Face
➋ Recessed ➐ sheeting thickness) to allow for recessed
mounting plate. Also requires 5-18mm
thickness tile and glue layer.
➌ Requires minimum 50mm from
face of cistern to rear of flushing plate
➊ Face
➋ Recessed ➐ mounting face to allow for tactile spring
mechanism.

Visign for
More 104
8354.1

Bowden
cable

Visign for
More 105
8357.1

Bowden
cable

➊ Face

–

For Recessed
Mounting of
271x140mm
Visign Flushing
Plates

Visign
Recessed
Mounting
Plate
8330.21
8350.23

Notes

➏ Requires Model 8330.21
➐ Requires Model 8350.23

* Images show style only. For colour/finish selection please visit http://flushplates.viega.com.
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Components

➋

The following components are supplied
as a kit.
A Mounting Posts and Screws

➊ Cut at the corners back to the
face of the tiles.
➋ Trim off level with the face of the
tiles. Discard trimmed pieces.

➎

Remove the flushing valve retainer.
(Step not required for 2L cisterns).
➊ Squeeze the locking tabs
together and bend forward to
release the tabs from the grooves.
➋ Lift the retainer up into the
access port.
➌ Rotate the piece anticlockwise
to the horizontal position.
➍ Remove the retainer from the
cistern and keep for refitting.

B Bowden Cable Mechanism
C Mounting Plate for Visign
Style 11/12
OR
D Mounting Plate for Visign for
More 100/102/104/105
OR
E Mounting Plate for Visign for
More 101
G Flushing Plate Fascia
(refer to images above)

➊
➌

C
D

To gain access to the cistern
mechanisms, remove the internal
guide plate and discard.

➍
➌

E

➋

A

➏
B
Bowden Cable & Flushing Plate
Installation
(Face Mounting)

➊

Cut around access duct cover
plate, remove and discard.

➍

➊ Unlock the mechanism retainer.
➋ Push the top of the mechanism
down, lean the mechanism
forward, then reach behind and
unhook the pull bar from the drain
valve stem.
➌ Remove the mechanism from
the cistern and discard.

Adjust the bowden cable
mechanism. (Step only required for
1F cisterns).
➊ Remove the locking tab from the
underside of the bowden
mechanism.
➋ Squeeze the bowden unit
together firmly until the locking tab
at the rear clicks into place.
➌ Refit the locking tab on the
underside of the mechanism.

90°

➊

➌
➋
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➐

Fit the bowden cable mechanism
to the top of the flushing valve.
➊ Lift the flushing valve up to the
access duct. Insert the bowden
mechanism into the duct.
➋ Align the slides and grooves and
slide the bowden unit onto the top
of the flushing body from left to
right, and up to the click stop.
➌ Lower the flushing mechanism
down and push down so that the
O-rings are seated into the cistern
outlet.

➓

⓫
(Image of 1F cistern shown)

➑

➒

Turn on the cistern tap.
(2L cistern tap located on the side).

Fit flushing plate mounting posts.
Insert the male thread end of the
mounting posts through the
locating holes at each side of the
duct. Measure the required 20mm
inset from the face of the tiles to
the end of the post and rotate the
post 90° to lock in place. (The
male thread end may require
cutting for correct alignment).

⓬

Fit backing plate to the two
mounting posts and fix with
screws provided. Ensure the plate
is fitted with arrow head up.

⓭

Fit the flushing plate fascia. Align
the face plate pegs with the
retaining holes and press the plate
firmly home.

⓮

Check mechanism for correct
flushing and ease of operation.
Should the facia plate need
removing, most plates can be
manually pulled from the backing
plate. For glass plates, and
recessed plates, use suction cups
(provided with some units).

Fit bowden cable push rods to the
back of the mounting plate. Fit the
green mechanism adjacent to the
green dot.
➊ Align the push rod with the slot
between the 2 black rubber
bumpers, push the rod through
and clip the pusher body to the
back of the mounting plate.
➋ Repeat step ➊ with the other
pusher mechanism.

Refit the flushing unit retaining
piece. Reverse step 5 procedure.
(Step not required for 2L cisterns).
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